
Twentieth Century German History                      Spring 2008
42.347 (Class Meetings: M & W, 4:30-6:45 PM)             Dr. Stallbaumer-Beishline

Office Hours & Location: Contact Information:
Mon. & Wed. 2:00-3:00 PM Office Phone: 389-4979
Tu. & Th. 2:00-3:30 PM Home Phone: 570-925-0304 (9 AM-9 PM)
OSH 132 lstallba@bloomu.edu (not a reliable form of communication)

Course Content/Essential Questions
During the course of the twentieth century, Germany has been governed by several types of government while its 
borders shifted for a variety of reasons.  The readings, discussion, and lectures will allow you to arrive at answers to 
the following essential questions throughout the course of the semester.  These questions are embedded in the 
syllabus below so that you know which lessons will be most useful in answering them.  

□ Did the Germans develop along a "special path" (Sonderweg)?  
□ Do Germans possess a unique national character? 
□ Were the Germans ever unified? Does it matter?
□ How does a nation come to terms with its past?  
□ Why did the Germans produce the Holocaust?  
□ How do people get turned into objects?  
□ How are democracies/representative government created/recreated/promoted?
□ Can "the people" possess too much democracy? 
□ Do totalitarian/dictatorial regimes govern through terror, coercion, and/or consent?
□ In the study of national histories, how important are the actions of government officials compared to the 
actions of "the people"?  

Seeking answers to these questions will develop your critical thinking skills and encourage you to ponder how 
Germany's history has shaped its present.  

Evaluation of Student Achievement

(1)  Attendance grade (approximately 0-14 points):

Attendance?  You are expected to attend class.   If you have a documented medical excuse (or other reasonable 
absence such as a funeral, religious observance, varsity sports events, etc.) that includes a legible name, date, and 
phone number whom can be contacted by me, you may make up missed discussions (see me).  Non-legitimate 
excuses: sunbathing, selecting to go on spring break early or extending its date, taking a friend to the airport, etc 
(1/2 point for each full day of  attendance)

(2)  Discussion grade (0-2 points each day; approximate total 0-24 points possible):
How to prepare for discussion?
● We will discuss mostly secondary (historical interpretations) sources on specific subjects that are either 
controversial or deserve in-depth attention.  Discussion allows students to think through the material with their 
classmates and the professor serves as a facilitator to keep students on track.  
● When the discussion revolves around secondary sources, you must consider how convincing historians' are in 
presenting their arguments.  

●  Locate the author's thesis, list the major points of his/her arguments, and make note of what kinds of 
evidence or examples the author gives to support his/her argument.
●  Take notes and cite page numbers so that during discussion you can refer to them.
●  What are the author's qualifications and potential biases?  Historians cannot avoid being shaped by their 
environment (time period in which they live, socio-economic background, ethnicity, gender, etc), what 
primary sources were accessible, previous research by other scholars, and so forth.  You must try to read 
between the lines because two or more scholars can look at the same document and not necessarily arrive at 
the same conclusions.
●  Many of the authors provide historiographical introductions which places their research into the context 
of how other historians have interpreted their topic.  Make notes on the tradition so far?  Which historians 
are being referenced?  What do the footnotes reveal about the author's research?  How does the author 
describe his/her contributions to the research?  

●  Always bring the discussion material with you to class.  
●  In order for everyone to benefit from discussion, everyone must participate.  If you have a serious and legitimate 
problem with shyness, you should discuss this with me at the beginning of the semester.  
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(3)  Learning Log Entries (0-10 points each; total 0-30 points)
Learning Log #1: Respond to these essential questions:
□ How are democracies/representative government created?
□ Were the Germans on a "special path"?  
□ Has a united Germany ever existed?  

Learning Log #2: Respond to these essential questions:
□ Do Germans possess a unique national character? 
□ Was Germany responsible for two world wars?

Learning Log #3: Respond to these essential questions:
□ Do Germans possess a unique national character? 
□ Why did the Germans produce the Holocaust?  
□ How do people get turned into objects? 

●  What is the purpose of this assignment? 
●  You will be asked to reflect periodically upon your responses to the relevant essential questions 
listed in the "Course Content" above.  Why?  You need to take time to reflect upon what you have 
learned in the course; historians frequently engage in informal writing to think through their material; 
it will allow me to know if you are understanding the material and identify trouble areas. 
●  You are not necessarily required to discuss each secondary source that is relevant to answering the 
questions, but you should be able to discuss several sources that may contradict each other.  

 
●  How will this assignment be assessed?  To earn a minimum of 6 points, you must: 

●  This is an informal writing assignment that should not exceed 2 pages single-spaced typed, Times 
New Roman 12 point font.  
●  Allow me to grade your entries BLINDLY by writing your name on the back.  
●  You need to be able to retrace your steps so either footnote or name the author, title, page number in 
parentheses so that you and I can retrace your steps.  So you might write a sentence that reads like this, 
I think the Germans in the GDR created their own niches (Gellately, "Denunciations," p. 35; 
Fulbrook, "Popular Discontent," p. 345).  . . .  
Normally historians reject parenthetical citations, but in an informal writing assignment, I will allow it. 
●Express your ideas clearly (you will not be graded on grammar).
●Demonstrate that you have thought about the relevant, assigned essential questions for that learning 
log by arriving at tentative answers.
●Attempt to understand at least 2/3 of the relevant sources which will be measured from the informal 
citation methods.
● Raise questions where you are confused.
● Provide sufficient detail to demonstrate that you are acquiring factual knowledge.
● While you should mention facts (dates, names, events), do NOT simply list facts, you should explain 
WHY you are responding in a particular way.  Which authors influenced you?  What preconceptions 
do you have?  What misunderstandings do you possess?  

(4)  Two Take-Home Essay Exams (0-50 points each)
●  Will be distributed 1-2 weeks before the due date.  
●  You will be required to cite your sources according to Turabian or Chicago Manual of Style  to allow me 
to retrace your steps, so as you make reading notes, you should record author, title, date, and page number.
●  You will be required to submit a hardcopy of your exams to me and a copy to turnitin.com through 
Blackboard.  
●  Specific requirements will be distributed with the exam.    

(5)  Final Take-Home Essay Exam (0-30 points)
●  You will be asked to submit responses to the essential questions  listed in the "Course Content" above.  
●  You will be required to cite your sources to allow me to retrace your steps. 
●  The length will be limited to compel you to focus on what is most convincing in responding to the 
questions.
●  Specific requirements will be distributed with the exam. 
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●  You will be required to attach your three learning log entries that you completed during the course of the 
semester in order to guarantee that you are not simply cutting and pasting ideas; you are expected to 
contemplate and show a higher level of sophisticated thought by the end of the semester.  
   

Letter Grades are assigned based upon the percentage of points: 

Letter grades are recorded for individual assignments according to the following scale:
A 94-100%  Superior Achievement C+ 77-79%
A- 90-93% C 74-76%   Average Achievement
B+ 87-89%    Above Average Achievement C- 70-73%
B 84-86% D+ 67-69%
B- 80-83% D 60-66%   Minimum Achievement

E 0-59% Failure

Integrity, simply defined, is doing what is right even when no one 
is looking.

Academic Integrity
Bloomsburg University Policy and Procedures 3512

"Academic integrity refers to the adherence to agreed upon moral and ethical principles when engaging in academic 
or scholarly pursuits.  The university's academic integrity is part of an effort to nurture a community where trust, 
honesty and personal integrity guide all of our dealings with one another.  Personal integrity is vital to our pursuit of 
educating and becoming educated.  This student academic integrity policy is only part of, not the entirety of, efforts 
to foster a community of trust; trust is built first on our actions toward each other.  The responsibility to be honest, 
fair, and forthright with others is a responsibility that each member of the Bloomsburg University community must 
accept. . . .

"The following types of behaviors are examples of academic dishonest.  This list is not, and cannot be exhaustive. 
Students who are unsure if an act is academically dishonest have a duty to consult their professor before engaging in 
the act."  

Academic dishonesty includes: cheating, plagiarism, fabrication, misrepresenting circumstances, 
impersonation, obtaining an unfair advantage, aiding and abetting of academic dishonesty, falsification of 
records and official documents, and unauthorized access to computerized academic or administrative records 
or systems.  For detailed definitions of these examples of academic dishonest, consult Bloomsburg University's 
Academic Integrity Policy (PRP 3512) at www. bloomu.edu/about/govern/pol.3512.htm.

Attendance and Deadlines

Regular classroom attendance is mandatory.  There is no makeup for unexcused absences.  It is the 
student's responsibility to keep track of his/her absences and contact the professor to make up work promptly.

You are required to turn in your assignments on time.  Late papers can be penalized five points for each day 
they are late, unless a valid excuse is provided.  "Computer problems" or the "dog ate my homework" are not 
acceptable excuses.  If your computer "swallows your paper," or malfunctions in some manner, your papers can be 
accepted late only if a handwritten draft is submitted by the deadline.  You should always have backup copies of 
your files and print "hard copies" so you do not lose your work.  Also, if you are a history or education major, you 
should make a copy of the final draft of all assignments to keep for portfolios that are usually required when you 
student teach, when you ask professors for recommendations, or enter the job market where writing samples are 
required (after you graduate from college, it can also be fun to look back on your earliest writings to see how much 
you progressed).

Required Texts

Jarausch, Konrad H. The Rush to German Unity. New York: Oxford University Press, 1994. 

Koonz, Claudia. The Nazi Conscience. Cambridge, Massachusetts: Belknap Press, 2003.
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Fritzsche, Peter. Germans into Nazis. Cambridge, Massachusetts: Harvard University Press, 1998.

Recommended Text

Fulbrook, Mary. The Divided Nation: A History of Germany, 1918-1990. New York: Oxford University Press, 1991.
    Why is this only recommended?  In this course, we will be jumping around chronologically; Fulbrook's 
general history of Germany can provide you with a sense of continuity and order.  It is very readable and 
informative.  You can either read it cover to cover or you can use the table of contents or index to identify 
relevant sections to read on a weekly basis.  The best time to read it cover to cover is in the first four weeks 
of the semester; I have noted several places where specific chapters from Fulbrook are recommended.  

Blackboard and Email
I use Blackboard for students to submit essay exams, to post announcements for the course, to email individuals or 
the class as a whole, to require students to submit their papers at turnitin.com, and to make the syllabus available if 
you lose your copy.  You should make a habit of checking your bloomu.edu email account especially if we 
encounter "snow days," etc.  

Reading the Syllabus

According to the schedule below, you should have studied, not just read, by the date of the class meeting 
the assigned readings and be prepared to discuss them.  Please note when assignments are due.  Also, notice that 
each evening meeting is divided into two parts, therefore you may have reading assignments for each portion of the 
evening.  Always bring books, handouts, etc that are assigned to the relevant class meetings.

If classes are canceled because of road conditions, bad weather, etc., you are responsible for finding out 
how the syllabus will be adjusted.  As a general rule, whatever was scheduled on the day a class is canceled will be 
covered at our next meeting.  If in doubt, please do not hesitate to contact me.

This syllabus is subject to change. 

Lectures, Readings, and Assignments

14 January Course Introduction

16 January Discussion: What is "German" history?  Were the Germans on a "special path" 
(Sonderweg) during the nineteenth- and twentieth-centuries?
  
Students should understand: 
• how the German nation can be defined by geographic, linguistic, cultural, and political
• what is the Sonderweg debate and why do some scholars find it problematical

In preparation, study: 
► Harold James, "What is German History?" (Andruss Library Reserve)
► Jürgen Kocka, "Asymmetrical Historical Comparison" (Andruss Library Reserve)
► Recommended: Fulbrook, The Divided Nation, chapter 1

Contributes to an ability to respond to these essential questions:
□ Do Germans possess a unique national character? 
□ Has a united Germany ever existed?  

21 January No class meeting – MartinLuther King Jr. Day
23 January Lecture: The First Unification of Germany 1871

Students should understand: 
• the creation of the German empire in 1871 was orchestrated by the Prussian Kingdom to serve 
Prussian interests
• the creation of the German empire was the fulfillment of the Kleindeutsch ideas of unification
• democratic institutions developed in local politics but representative government at the 
national level was retarded

Contributes to an ability to respond to these essential questions:
□ Were the Germans on a "special path"?  
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□ Has a united Germany ever existed?  
28 January Discussion: Was German unity achieved during the Kaiserreich?

Students should understand: 
• a German empire was created in 1871 but regional identities remained strong 
• whether or not a nation can be united from the top down or the bottom up

In preparation, study: 
► Alon Confino, "The Nation as a Local Metaphor" (Andruss Library Reserve)
► Andrew Carlson, "National Malaise, National Unity" (Andruss Library Reserve)

Contributes to an ability to respond to these essential questions:
□ Has a united Germany ever existed?  

30 January Lecture: The Creation of the Weimar Republic

Students should understand: 
• the Weimar Republic was created out of the chaos of military defeat and the threat of 
revolution from forces on the far right and left
• why the creation of a Volksgemeinschaft would be appealing to Germans
• why many Germans became indifferent to the Weimar Republic

In preparation, study: 
► Peter Fritzsche, Germans into Nazis, pp. 3-82
► Recommended: Fulbrook, The Divided Nation, chapters 2-3

Contributes to an ability to respond to these essential questions:
□ Has a united Germany ever existed?  
□ How are democracies/representative government created/recreated/promoted?

4 February Discussion: What, if any, were the weaknesses of the Weimar Republic?

Students should understand: 
• the concept of civil society
• why the Weimar Republic disappointed so many Germans
• the appeal of Volksgemeinschaft

In preparation, study: 
►Moritz Föllmer, "The Problem of National Solidarity in Interwar Germany" (Andruss Library 
Reserve)
►Sheri Berman, "Civil Society and the Collapse of the Weimar Republic" (Andruss Library 
Reserve)  
► Recommended: Fulbrook, The Divided Nation, chapters 2-3

Contributes to an ability to respond to these essential questions:
□ Has a united Germany ever existed?  
□ How are democracies/representative government created?
□ Were the Germans on a "special path"?  

6 February Film: The Nazis, a Warning from History: Helped into Power

Students should understand: 
• how the political, social and economic chaos of the Weimar years helped the Nazis into power

Contributes to an ability to respond to these essential questions:
□ Has a united Germany ever existed?  
□ How are democracies/representative government created?
□ Were the Germans on a "special path"?  

11 February

LEARNING 

Discussion: Did the Weimar Republic have too much democracy?  

Students should understand: 
• why Fritzsche believes the Germans became Nazis  
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LOG #1
IS DUE 

• the Nazis did not appeal to all Germans

In preparation, study: 
► Peter Fritzsche, Germans into Nazis, pp. 85-235 and review pages already assigned
► Recommended: Fulbrook, The Divided Nation, chapters 4-5

Contributes to an ability to respond to these essential questions:
□ How are democracies/representative government created?
□ Were the Germans on a "special path"?  
□ Has a united Germany ever existed?  

13 February Lecture: Germany Divided

Students should understand: 
• the factors that brought about the division of Germany after the Second World War
• the impact that division had on Germans

In preparation, study: 
► Konrad Jarausch, The Rush to German Unity, begin reading
► Recommended: Fulbrook, The Divided Nation, chapters 6-12

Contributes to an ability to respond to these essential questions:
□ Has a united Germany ever existed?  
□ How are democracies/representative government created?
□ Were the Germans on a "special path"?  

18 February Discussion: German national identity after World War II
then Film: The Berlin Wall

Students should understand: 
• the factors that led to the construction and destruction of the Berlin Wall
• to what extent US-Soviet Power politics contributed to these developments
• to what extent the GDR government and people contributed to these developments

In preparation, study: 
► Mary Fulbrook, "From 'Volksgemeinschaft' to Divided Nation" (Andruss Library Reserve)
► Recommended: Fulbrook, The Divided Nation, chapters 6-12

Contributes to an ability to respond to these essential questions:
□ Has a united Germany ever existed?  
□ How are democracies/representative government created?
□ Were the Germans on a "special path"?  

20 February Discussion: What factors explain the reunification of Germany?

Students should understand: 
• why a "third way" for the GDR failed
• to what extent US-Soviet Power politics contributed to these developments
• to what extent the GDR government and people contributed to these developments

In preparation, study: 
► Konrad Jarausch, The Rush to German Unity, pp. v-vii, 3-134
► Recommended: Fulbrook, The Divided Nation, chapters 13-14

Contributes to an ability to respond to these essential questions:
□ Has a united Germany ever existed?  
□ How are democracies/representative government created/recreated/promoted?
□ In the study of national histories, how important are the actions of government officials 
compared to the actions of "the people"?   

25 February Discussion: Was East Germany colonized by West Germany?  What is the future of the 
"Berlin Republic"?  
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Students should understand: 
• the cultural, political, social, and economic differences that may continue to divide west and 
east Germany 
• the potential impact that "Ossis" vs. "Wessis" divide may have on Germany's future
• the division between east and west Germany may predate 1949

In preparation, study: 
► Konrad Jarausch, The Rush to German Unity, pp. 137-210
► Stefan Berger, "Quo Vadis Germany?" (Andruss Library Reserve)
► Recommended: Fulbrook, The Divided Nation, chapters 13-14

Contributes to an ability to respond to these essential questions:
□ Has a united Germany ever existed?  
□ How are democracies/representative government created/recreated/promoted?
□ In the study of national histories, how important are the actions of government officials 
compared to the actions of "the people"? 
□ Were/Are the Germans on a "special path"?  

27 February

TAKE 
HOME 
EXAM

T.B.A.

FIRST TAKE HOME EXAM IS DUE by Thursday, 28 February, 3:30 PM; 
hard copy due in my  office and you must submit a copy to turnitin.com through 
Blackboard.

3 March Lecture: German Responsibility for the First World War

Students should understand: 
• the short- and long-term origins of the war
• why Germany has largely been viewed as primarily responsible for the war until recently

In preparation, study: 
► start reading the secondary sources assigned for the discussion that follows in the next class 
meeting, e.g. Joll, Mommsen, Williamson, Fischer, Lieven, Ritter, and Remak

Contributes to an ability to respond to these essential questions:
□ Was Germany responsible for two world wars?
□ Were the Germans on a "special path"?  
□ Do Germans possess a unique national character? 

5 March Discussion: What was German responsibility for the First World War?

Students should understand: 
• how the tension between the Austro-Hungarian and Serbian governments reached crisis 
proportions
• how Russian and German tensions mounted during the July Crisis of 1914
• the notion of German encirclement and how that was influencing decisions

In preparation, study: 
► James Joll, "1914: The Unspoken Assumptions" (Andruss Library Reserve)
► Wolfgang Mommsen, "Domestic Factors in German Foreign Policy" (Andruss Library 
Reserve)
► Samuel R. Williamson, "Austria-Hungary Opts for War" (Andruss Library Reserve)
► Fritz Fischer, "1914: Germany Opts for War, 'Now or Never'" (Andruss Library Reserve)
► D. C. B. Lieven, "Russia Accepts a General War" (Andruss Library Reserve)  
► Gerhard Ritter, "Anti-Fischer: A New War-Guilt Thesis?" (Andruss Library Reserve)
► Joachim Remak, "The Outbreak of War: July 1914" (Andruss Library Reserve)

Contributes to an ability to respond to these essential questions:
□ Do Germans possess a unique national character? 
□ Was Germany responsible for two world wars?  
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10 & 12 
March

Spring Break
17 March Lecture: The Treaty of Versailles and the Origins of the Second World War in Europe?

Students should understand: 
• how the Treaty of Versailles effected German diplomatic relations 
• how the Treaty of Versailles effected German domestic politics

In preparation, study: 
► Ian Kershaw, "Nazi Foreign policy" (Andruss Library Reserve)
► Recommended: Fulbrook, The Divided Nation, chapter 5

Contributes to an ability to respond to these essential questions:
□ Do Germans possess a unique national character? 
□ Was Germany responsible for two world wars?

19 March Lecture: German responsibility for the Second World War

Students should understand: 
• major events that created tensions between Germany and major European powers

In preparation, study: 
► begin studying the material which will be discussed in the next class meeting, e.g. Taylor, 
Rich, Hillgruber, Wright & Stafford, Weinberg, Murray, and Volkogonov.

Contributes to an ability to respond to these essential questions:
□ Do Germans possess a unique national character? 
□ Was Germany responsible for two world wars?

24 March

LEARNING 
LOG #2 
IS DUE

Discussion: What was German responsibility for the Second World War in Europe?

Students should understand: 
• whether or not Hitler's goals for Germany would lead to some sort of conflict
• whether or not Great Britain or the Soviet Union share responsibility for the war

In preparation, study: 
► A. J. P. Taylor, "A Revisionist View" (Andruss Library Reserve)
► Norman Rich, "The Ideology of Expansion" (Andruss Library Reserve)
► Andreas Hillgruber, "Hitler's Program" (Andruss Library Reserve)
► Jonathan Wright and Paul Stafford, "The Hossbach Memorandum Evaluate" (Andruss 
Library Reserve)
► Gerhard Weinberg, "Munich Conference: War Postponed" (Andruss Library Reserve)
► Williamson Murray, "War over Czechoslovakia?" (Andruss Library Reserve)
► Dmitri Volkogonov, "A Soviet Version" (Andruss Library Reserve)
► Gerhard Weinberg, "The Nazi-Soviet Pact: A Half Century Later" (Andruss Library Reserve) 

Contributes to an ability to respond to these essential questions:
□ Do Germans possess a unique national character? 
□ Was Germany responsible for two world wars?

26 March Lecture: Why the Germans?  Why the Jews?

Students should understand: 
• how racism developed into lethal proportions in Germany
• how the Nazis tried to reshape the Germans' conscience so that Jews and other groups would 
be viewed as "objects"

In preparation, study: 
► Claudia Koonz, The Nazi Conscience, pp. 1-102

Contributes to an ability to respond to these essential questions:
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□ Do Germans possess a unique national character? 
□ Why did the Germans produce the Holocaust?  

31 March Discussion: How do people get turned into "things"?

Students should understand: 
• how racism developed into lethal proportions in Germany
• how the Nazis tried to reshape the Germans' conscience so that Jews and other groups would 
be viewed as "objects"

In preparation, study: 
► Claudia Koonz, The Nazi Conscience, pp. 103-252

Contributes to an ability to respond to these essential questions:
□ Do Germans possess a unique national character? 
□ Why did the Germans produce the Holocaust? 
□ How do people get turned into objects?

2 April Lecture and Film: Origins of the "Final Solution"

Students should understand: 
• how the decision to exterminate Jews systematically developed out of the "problem" created 
by Nazi racial policies

In preparation, study: 
► Claudia Koonz, The Nazi Conscience, pp. 253-274

Contributes to an ability to respond to these essential questions:
□ Do Germans possess a unique national character? 
□ Why did the Germans produce the Holocaust?  
□ How do people get turned into objects?

7 April Discussion: How could the Final Solution be implemented?

Students should understand: 
• how individuals can be turned into killers through a case study approach of Franz Stangl and 
Otto Ohlendorf

In preparation, study: 
► Gitta Sereny, "Colloquy with a Conscience" (Andruss Library Reserve)
► Harald Welzer, "Mass Murder and Moral Code" (Andruss Library Reserve)
► Robert Wolfe, "Putative Threat to National Security as a Nuremberg Defense…" (Andruss 
Library Reserve)

Contributes to an ability to respond to these essential questions:
□ Do Germans possess a unique national character? 
□ Why did the Germans produce the Holocaust? 
□ How do people get turned into objects? 

9 April Lecture: Daily Life in a Dictatorship: Nazi Germany and the GDR

Students should understand: 
• the methods that dictatorial/totalitarian regimes use to coerce or convince its citizens to 
conform
• how Germans created niche societies that allowed them to find balance in their private and 
public life
 
In preparation, study: 
► Robert Gellately, "Denunciations in Twentieth-Century Germany" (Andruss Library 
Reserve)
► Recommended: Fulbrook, The Divided Nation, chapters 4, 6-12

Contributes to an ability to respond to these essential questions:
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□ Do Germans possess a unique national character? 
□ Do totalitarian/dictatorial regimes govern through terror, coercion, and/or consent?  

14 April Discussion: Did "ordinary" Germans live in constant fear in the Third Reich?

Students should understand: 
• how the Gestapo and Kripo relied upon ordinary citizens to promote conformity
• how Germans created niche societies that allowed them to find balance in their private and 
public life

In preparation, study: 
► Detlev J. K. Peukert, Inside Nazi Germany, pp. 49-80, 197-207, 236-249 (Andruss Library 
Reserve)
► David Welch, "Nazi Propaganda and the Volksgemeinschaft" (Andruss Library Reserve)

Contributes to an ability to respond to these essential questions:
□ Do Germans possess a unique national character? 
□ Do totalitarian/dictatorial regimes govern through terror, coercion, and/or consent? 

16 April Discussion: Did "ordinary" Germans live in constant fear in the GDR?

Students should understand: 
• Stasi tactics to promote conformity
• how Germans created niche societies that allowed them to find balance in their private and 
public life

In preparation, study: 
► Mary Fulbrook, "Popular Discontent and Political Activism in the GDR" (Andruss Library 
Reserve)
► Mary Fulbrook, "The Limits of Totalitarianism" (Andruss Library Reserve)

Contributes to an ability to respond to these essential questions:
□ Do Germans possess a unique national character? 
□ Do totalitarian/dictatorial regimes govern through terror, coercion, and/or consent? 

SECOND 
EXAM DUE SECOND TAKE HOME EXAM due Friday, 18 April, noon; hard copy due in 

my  office and you must submit a copy to turnitin.com through Blackboard.
21 April Discussion: How does democracy develop?  

Students should understand: 
• what factors make democracy/representative government more likely to succeed
• why democracy succeeded in West Germany after WWII, but not in Germany after WWI

In preparation, study: 
► Michael Hughes, "Restitution and Democracy in Germany after Two World War" (Andruss 
Library Reserve)
► Richard Bessel, " Catastrophe and Democracy" (Andruss Library Reserve)
► Mary Fulbrook, "The Threat of the Radical Right in Germany" (Andruss Library Reserve)

Contributes to an ability to respond to these essential questions:
□ How are democracies/representative government created/recreated/promoted?
□ Can "the people" possess too much democracy?  

23 April Discussion: Are Germans coming to terms with or overcoming their past?

Students should understand: 
• how the Nazi past continues to influence Germans today
• how Germans have tried to come to terms with their Nazi past

In preparation, study: 
► Jeffrey Olick, "What Does It Mean to Normalize the Past?" (Andruss Library Reserve)
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► Mary Nolan, "The Politics of Memory in the Berlin Republic" (Andruss Library Reserve)

Contributes to an ability to respond to these essential questions:
□ How does a nation come to terms with its past?  
□ Do Germans possess a unique national character? 
□ Does a united Germany exist?  

28 April t.b.a.
6 May, 
Tuesday

Final Exam due by 3:30 PM
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